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The Source Function (SF), introduced in 1998 by Richard Bader and Carlo
Gatti, is succinctly reviewed and a number of paradigmatic applications to in
vacuo and crystal systems are illustrated to exemplify how the SF may be used to
discuss chemical bonding in both conventional and highly challenging cases. The
SF enables the electron density to be seen at a point determined by source
contributions from the atoms or a group of atoms of a system, and it is therefore
well linked to the chemist’s awareness that any local property and chemical
behaviour is to some degree inﬂuenced by all the remaining parts of a system.
The key and captivating feature of the SF is that its evaluation requires only
knowledge of the electron density (ED) of a system, thereby enabling a
comparison of ab initio and X-ray diffraction derived electron density properties
on a common and rigorous basis. The capability of the SF to detect electron-
delocalization effects and to quantify their degree of transferability is
systematically explored in this paper through the analysis and comparison of
experimentally X-ray derived Source Function patterns in benzene, naphthalene
and ()-80-benzhydrylideneamino-1,10-binaphthyl-2-ol (BAB) molecular crys-
tals. It is shown that the SF tool recovers the characteristic SF percentage
patterns caused by -electron conjugation in the ﬁrst two paradigmatic aromatic
molecules in almost perfect quantitative agreement with those obtained from ab
initio periodic calculations. Moreover, the effect of chemical substitution on the
degree of transferability of such patterns to the benzene- and naphthalene-like
moieties of BAB is neatly shown and quantiﬁed by the observed systematic
deviations, relative to benzene and naphthalene, of only those SF contributions
from the substituted C atoms. Finally, the capability of the SF to reveal electron-
delocalization effects is challenged by using a promolecule density, rather than
the proper quantum mechanical density, to determine the changes in SF patterns
along the cyclohexene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene and benzene molecule series. It is
shown that, differently from the proper quantum density, the promolecular
density is unable to reproduce the SF trends anticipated by the increase of
electron delocalization along the series, therefore ruling out the geometrical
effect as being the only cause for the observed SF patterns changes.
1. Looking at the electron density from a new
perspective
This feature article deals with applications of the Source
Function (SF) descriptor (Bader & Gatti, 1998) to electron
densities (EDs) derived from X-ray diffraction data as a
means to reveal electron-delocalization effects in crystals. The
possibility of using the SF to detect such effects has already
been ﬁrmly assessed for isolated molecules and for EDs from
ﬁrst-principles computations (Gatti, 2012; Monza et al., 2011;
Gatti et al., 2016), but extending to crystals and experimental
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EDs, although being reported at a number of conferences
(Gatti et al., 2012; Gatti, 2013a), in a PhD thesis (Saleh, 2014)
and in two papers discussing heteroaromaticity in a benzo-
thiazol-substituted phosphane (Hey et al., 2013) or anti-
aromaticity in cyclopentadienone derivatives (Pal et al., 2014),
still needs to be fully demonstrated in the literature. Obvious,
yet quite interesting and still unanswered questions are
whether the EDs from X-ray data may be accurate enough to
reveal the subtle features caused by electron pairing and
whether these same features are not only detectable, but also
reproducible and transferable, whenever appropriate.
Before coming to the main subject of this work in x2, the
Source Function tool is brieﬂy reviewed and, to help the
reader, a few examples of its use in chemical bonding of
increasing complexity, in vacuo and in crystals, are also illu-
strated in the paragraph. A comprehensive discussion on the
Source Function tool and its applications may be found in
Gatti (2012) and, at a more narrative and less analytical level,
in Gatti (2013b).
1.1. Source Function for electron density
In a nutshell, the SF enables the properties of the electron
density , at any point r in R3, in terms of source contributions
from all other points r0 and within an interesting cause–effect
relationship to be studied (Bader & Gatti, 1998; Gatti, 2012).
The cause for the effect, i.e. the value of the ED at r, is related
to the local behaviour, in terms of the Laplacian, r2, of this
same scalar  at all other points of space r0. On these grounds
it is evident that the SF is an interpretive tool which is deeply
tied to one of the main operative notions of chemistry, namely
that any local property and chemical behaviour of a system is
to some extent always inﬂuenced by the remaining parts of the
system. Whether such an inﬂuence is small or large, it is just
quantiﬁed through the SF.
Herein we examine all this in more detail. More than
20 years ago, Richard Bader and one of us (CG) were having a
glance through chapter I of Morse & Feshbach’s (1981) book
on Methods of Theoretical Physics when we were suddenly
inspired by the section on ‘A solution of Poisson’s Equation’.
We realised that Poisson’s equation could be solved through a
potential given by the electron density itself and that the
electron density at a point r could then be seen as determined
by contributions from a local source LS(r,r0), operating at all
other points r0 in the space
ðrÞ ¼
Z
LSðr; r0Þ dr0; ð1Þ
and given in terms of the Laplacian of the electron density
LSðr; r0Þ ¼ ð4  jr r0jÞ1  r2ðr0Þ: ð2Þ
In equation (2) ð4  jr r0Þ1 is Green’s function or an
inﬂuence function (Arfken, 1985), expressing the inﬂuence or
effectiveness of r2(r0)dr0 in contributing to the effect (r).
The operation of the local source over the whole space
[equation (1)] may then be replaced [equation (3)] with
separate LS integrations over atomic basins  deﬁned by the
Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM; Bader,
1990), i.e. over the disjoint and exhaustive regions of space
bounded by zero-ﬂux surfaces in the r(r) vector ﬁeld
ðrÞ ¼
Z
LSðr; r0Þ dr0 ¼
X

Z

LSðr; r0Þ dr0 ¼
X

SFðr;Þ:
ð3Þ
In such a way, (r) is seen as determined by the sum of
atomic contributions SF(r;), each of which is termed the
Source Function from the atom  to the ED at a reference
point (hereinafter, rp) r. Any other scheme could be clearly
chosen to partition the LS integration over R3 into separate
contributions. However, adopting the QTAIM recipe has the
great advantage of ensuring an association of the SF(r,)
sources to contributions from atoms or groups of atoms
rigorously deﬁned through quantum mechanics (Bader, 1990).
Another interesting feature of the SF tool deserves to be
emphasized. Equations (1)–(3) clearly show that the SF(r;)
values are amenable to experimental determination, provided
an accurate r2 distribution, like that derived from high-
quality single-crystal X-ray diffraction intensity data and using
the so-called multipole models (Hansen & Coppens, 1978;
Stewart et al., 1975), is available. The SF tool may thus provide
a privileged bridge between theory and experiment, as it
allows the comparison of both outcomes on the same grounds
(Gatti, 2012, 2013a,b; Lo Presti & Gatti, 2009). The same holds
true for the electrostatic potential Velec, which bears a formal
analogy with the SF analysis as both Velec and (r) are possible
solutions of Poisson’s equation. By combining equations (1)
and (2), it is evident that (r) is given by an expression that
mimics that for Velec at r. The ED may be envisaged as the
potential generated by its Laplacian distribution (Bader &
Gatti, 1998), in full accordance with the physical interpreta-
tion of r2(r0) as the cause of (r). Likewise, it is obvious that
Velec(r) may also be decomposed in atomic contributions, as it
is for (r). The analogy between Velec and (r) reconstructions,
in terms of the ED and the ED Laplacian distributions, further
attests to the fact that the SF(r, ) atomic contributions in
equation (3) do not represent a direct ED donation from these
atoms to (r), but simply their own capability to inﬂuence or
determine such density, similar to the role the ED itself has in
determining Velec.
The SF does not merely tell us that the ED is only appar-
ently a local quantity. This piece of information is already well
known from Density Functional Theory (DFT), which states
that the electron density at any point is a unique function of
the position and nuclear charge of all nuclei in the system. The
SF, in fact, conveys additional and valuable detail. It quantiﬁes
and translates such non-locality in terms of the language of
chemistry, as each SF(r;) represents a measure of how an
atom , or a group of atoms , contributes to determine the
density at r, relative to contributions from other atoms or
groups of atoms in the system. In particular, the SF enables us
to see the local response of the density to any perturbation,
like a change in substituent or in the environment of a system,
in terms of how the various moieties of the system (atoms,
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groups of atoms, atoms of the environment etc.) contribute to
determine such a response. Due to these interesting proper-
ties, the SF descriptor has been extensively applied to discuss
bonding features in highly debated cases. These include
hydrogen bonds, multi-center bonds, metal–metal and metal–
ligand bonds, both in molecules and crystals and using infor-
mation from theoretical or experimental densities (Gatti et al.,
2003; Farrugia et al., 2006; Gatti & Lasi, 2007; Farrugia et al.,
2009; McGrady et al., 2009; Lo Presti et al., 2011; Gatti, 2012;
Schmo¨kel et al., 2012; Engels et al., 2012; Gatti, 2013a,b; Saleh
et al., 2013). A few paradigmatic cases are brieﬂy illustrated
here as a useful premise to x2 where the capability of the SF to
reveal electron-delocalization effects from the ED alone and
independently from any molecular orbital scheme or decom-
position will be ﬁrst reviewed and then extended to the ED
from experiment.
1.1.1. The Source Function for the electron density and
chemical bonding. The study of bonding through the SF
implies the choice of a suitable rp, where selecting the bond
critical point (b.c.p.) represents the usual and least-biased
assumption. The b.c.p. is a point where r vanishes and where
 attains its minimum value along the bond path – the line of
maximum ED relative to any lateral displacement linking two
bonded nuclei, according to the QTAIM criterion (Bader,
1990). The reference point choices other than b.c.p.s are,
however, clearly possible (Gatti, 2012) and often appropriate
(see below). SF contributions may either be compared as
absolute values or in terms of percentage values SF%(rp,)
SF%ðrp;Þ ¼ SFðrp;Þ
ðrpÞ  100 ð4Þ
expressing the relative ability of an  atom to determine  at
the rp.
In the series ethane, ethene, ethyne, the C atoms dominate
the ED reconstruction at the carbon–carbon b.c.p. (Gatti &
Lasi, 2007). The cumulative SF% contribution from the C
atoms reaches a value of 96% in the case of ethyne and it is
found to increase, from a value of 79% in ethane, with the
formal CC bond order increase along the series (Fig. 1, ﬁrst
row). This result mirrors the prospect that the more covalently
bonded the two atoms, the higher will be their ability to
contribute to the ED value at their intervening b.c.p. and, thus,
their related SF% contribution (Gatti et al., 2003). When the
interactions are less localized, the SF contributions are
anticipated to become more delocalized over the various
molecular moieties and the SF% to become generally smaller
in value (Gatti et al., 2003; Gatti & Lasi, 2007). This is illu-
strated for two members (M = Pd and Mo) of the
M2(formamidinate)4 (M = Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh and Pd)
binuclear 4d metal complex series (Fig. 1, second row). These
isostructural compounds differ in the nature of their metal
atom and in the related number of electrons available for the
metal–metal bond, yielding formal bond orders ranging from
zero (M = Pd) to four (M = Mo). A bond path is found to link
the metal atoms in all complexes, including that of Pd with
zero formal bond order. However, the SF% values recon-
structing the ED at the metal–metal b.c.p. clearly distinguish
the different nature of bonding in the various complexes
(Gatti & Lasi, 2007). When M = Mo the two metal atoms
contribute to determine more than 81% of the b.c.p. ED value,
while for M = Pd it is the four formamidinate ligands which
dominate such a value, with an overall SF% value equal to
66% (16.5% for each ligand, see Fig. 1, second row).
The next two examples in the third and fourth row of Fig. 1
concern joint experimental and theoretical ED investigations
of bonding in molecular crystals. The former example, by
Farrugia et al. (2006), concerns bonding between a delocalized
-hydrocarbyl system and a transition metal atom in the
trimethylenemethane (TMM) complex (Fe(4-C{CH2}3)-
(CO)3), while the second, by McGrady et al. (2009), relates to
the metal–ligand bonding in the metal–silane -complex
[Cp0Mn(CO)2(
2-HSiFPh2)] (Cp
0 = 5-C5H4Me). In both cases,
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Figure 1
Source Function analysis of conventional and less conventional bonding
interactions in vacuo and in the solid state. The reported numbers in the
ﬁgure refer to atomic or group Source Function percentage values, SF%,
relative to a given reference point, rp (denoted by a black dot in the
various SF% panels of the ﬁgure). SF% values are also displayed as
spheres whose volume is proportional to the values themselves. First row:
(a) ethane, (b) ethene and (c) ethyne. The reference point, rp is the CC
b.c.p. (modiﬁed from Gatti & Lasi, 2007, with permission). Second row:
(a) graphical representation of the M2 (formamidinate)4 isostructural
binuclear metal complexes. SF% values (rp = M—M b.c.p.) for (b) M =
Mo and (c) M = Pd complexes (adapted from Gatti & Lasi, 2007, with
permission). Third row: Trimethylenemethane (TMM) complex (Fe(4-
C{CH2}3)–(CO)3): (a) ORTEP diagram; (b) molecular graph, bond paths
and b.c.p.s (red dots) at an equilibrium distance; (c)–(e) SF% values for
rps placed at (c) the Fe—C b.c.p., (d) the Fe—C mid-point (mp) and (e)
the Fe—C b.c.p. for a slightly deformed geometry of the complex, where
three bond paths linking the iron nucleus to the C C atom nuclei also
occur (adapted from Farrugia et al., 2006 with permission from American
Chemical Society; Copyright 2006). Fourth row: Nature of bonding in the
metal-silane -complex [Cp0Mn(CO)2(
2-HSiFPh2)] (Cp
0 = 5-C5H4Me):
(a) molecular structure; (b)–(d) SF% values for rps placed at (b) the
Mn—H b.c.p., (c) the Mn—Si b.c.p. and (d) the Si—H b.c.p. The reported
values are derived from the experimental and ab initio (in parenthesis)
electron density distributions (adapted from McGrady et al., 2009, with
permission from American Chemical Society; Copyright 2009).
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the fairly delocalized and non-classical character of inter-
actions makes the SF quite an attractive tool for their study.
Transition metal -hydrocarbyl complexes are characterized
by high ﬂuxional mobility of the ligands, challenging the two-
center view of bonding tied to the bond path criterion.
Furthermore, due to the typical ﬂatness of the potential
energy surfaces and of the electron distributions of metal–(-
hydrocarbyl) interactions, fewer M—C bond paths than the
formal hapticity of the complex would anticipate are normally
observed (Farrugia et al., 2006). Indeed, only one bond path,
linking the C atom to the iron was recovered in both the
experimental and theoretical ED topologies, while no such
paths were found between the metal and any of the three C
atoms, implying a description of the system, according to the
bond path criterion, as of an 1 complex.
However, other theoretical and experimental evidence, like
the normal-mode analysis, the portraits of the Kohn–Sham
orbitals, the ESCA and photoelectron spectra and the NMR
barrier to rotation of the TMM ligand in the complex, all seem
in favour of a noteworthy interaction of the iron with the
whole -electron system. As a consequence, C atoms also
appear to be involved in bonding with the metal and the
system should therefore be classiﬁed as an 4 complex. The SF
analysis neatly conﬁrms such a view. When the rp is placed at
the Fe—C b.c.p., the SF% contributions from the TMM
ligand are fairly delocalized and the contribution from C to
the Fe—C b.c.p. density is even larger than that from C,
despite the lack of a bond path between the iron and the C
atoms, and despite the fact that these percentage sources refer
to the density reconstruction at a b.c.p. involving C rather
than C (Fig. 1, third row, c). Larger sources from C than from
C are then found, a fortiori, if the Fe—C axis mid-point is
taken as an rp, the latter representing the least biased choice
of an rp for the interaction between two atoms when a b.c.p. is
lacking (Fig. 1, third row, d). At both mentioned rps, the three
methylene groups determine about 60% of these rps ED
values, the contribution from the central C atom being,
instead, as small as 7–10%.
It is worth noting that such a delocalized picture of the iron–
(-hydrocarbyl) interaction is fully conﬁrmed by resorting to
the (Fe,C) delocalization indices, whose evaluation requires
knowledge of the pair density of the system (r1,r2), or, at
least, of the ﬁrst-order density matrix, in the approximation of
a single-determinant wavefunction (Gatti & Macchi, 2012).
The delocalization index, (i,j), expresses the number of
electron pairs which are exchanged (shared) between two
atoms i and j, and is thus a physical measure of their
bonding interaction (Fradera et al., 1999). Analogously to the
SF tool, such a measure also does not necessitate that the two
involved atoms be linked through a bond path. The (Fe,C)
value of 0.571 is not only far from being marginal, but even
 40% larger than the (Fe, C) value of 0.369, despite C
being closer than C to the Fe atom [Re (Fe—C) = 1.945 A˚; Re
(Fe—C) = 2.12–2.13 A˚].
One more observation supports the view of (Fe(4-
C{CH2}3)-(CO)3) as an 
4 complex. Both experimental and in
vacuo ab initio geometries of the complex occur close to
structural catastrophe points, so that one anticipates that new
structures might result even for very small atomic displace-
ments from such nuclear conﬁgurations. Indeed, when the
Fe—C—C angle is decreased by just 3
, while keeping the
original C3v symmetry of the in vacuo ab initio geometry, three
more bond paths between the Fe atom and the C atoms
emerge, in accordance with a 4 complex view also in terms of
the bond-path structural criterion (Farrugia et al., 2006).
Interestingly, the SF reconstruction pattern for the Fe—C
b.c.p. density of the slightly distorted structure hardly changes
relative to that for the Fe—C mid-point in the minimum
energy structure (compare d and e, third row, Fig. 1), and the
corresponding delocalization indices also behave similarly. It
is clear that deﬁning a structure through ED topology and
close to catastrophe points is by its own nature a discontinuous
process, while using the SF analysis for such a purpose leads to
more stable and chemically reasonable structural views (Ponec
& Gatti, 2009; Gatti, 2013b). More importantly, these views
turn out to be in agreement with most of the available
experimental or theoretical evidence (see earlier).
In summary, the study of this complex reveals that the SF
analysis is able to mimic the picture of bonding provided by an
elaborate tool like the delocalization index, which requires
knowledge of at least the full ﬁrst-order density matrix, rather
than that of its diagonal elements only. Though rooted on an
empirical basis, the observation of an existing relationship
between the two tools could be made in several circumstances
(Gatti & Lasi, 2007; Gatti, 2012).
The last example shown in Fig. 1 illustrates another inter-
esting case where a multicenter picture of bonding is required
or, in other words, where non-local effects on bonding play a
relevant role. Silane -bond complexes are the second largest
class of -bond complexes after molecular hydrogen systems,
and also serve as a model for C—H activation by a transition
metal center. McGrady et al. (2009) have focused their study
on a series of complexes [Cp0Mn(CO)2(
2-HSiXY2)], with X =
H, Fand Cl, respectively, and Y being Ph for X = H, F or Cl for
X = Cl. They found that the Mn(2-SiH) bonding in all of these
systems occurs through an asymmetric oxidative addition
reaction coordinate. The Mn—H bond is formed at an early
stage, while Mn—Si bonding turns out to be guided and
enforced by the extent of Mn ! *(X—Si—H) -back
donation. By displacing electrons into a three-center ligand
orbital with Si—X and Si—H antibonding character, such a
back-donation simultaneously activates both the 2-coordi-
nating Si—H bond and the Si—X bond in the trans position.
The larger the electron-withdrawing character of X, the
greater the Si—X and Si—H bond activation due to the
enhanced Mn! ligand -back donation. The SF tool, applied
to both the experimental and theoretical charge densities of
the three investigated complexes, could provide real space
evidence of the illustrated Molecular Orbital model inter-
pretation, which is clearly feasible only on a theoretical basis.
The structure for X = F is shown in Fig. 1, fourth row, panel
(a), while panels (b)–(d) show how the various atoms contri-
bute to determine the EDs at the b.c.p.s of the Mn(2-
HSiFPh2) three-membered ring moiety. As anticipated for a
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strongly localized Mn—H bond, the SF% contributions from
the Mn (27%; 29%, experimental values in italic) and the H
(39%; 39%) atoms dominate the ED at the Mn—H b.c.p.,
while the Si atom provides only a marginal source for such a
density (SF%: 3%; 3%). The other two studied complexes
behave similarly, corroborating the view of the oxidative
addition of the silane ligand to Mn as an asymmetric process
and one where the Mn—H bond forms at an early stage and is
barely inﬂuenced by the extent of the Mn! *(X—Si—H) -
back donation. The scenario radically changes when the rp is
moved to the Mn—Si b.c.p. as, here, all the three atoms of the
ring are found to contribute to a very similar extent to the ED
reconstruction (13%, 19%, 18%; 16%, 21%, 15%, for Mn, Si
and H, respectively; experimental values in italic). These
largely delocalized sources are just mirroring a delocalized
bonding interaction, where the formation of the Mn—Si bond
affects the Si—H bond, thus increasing the capability of the H
to contribute to the Mn—Si b.c.p. density because of the -
back donation from the metal into the antibonding *(X—
Si—H) orbital. Very delocalized sources are likewise observed
for the ED reconstruction at the Si—H b.c.p., with a non-
negligible contribution from the Mn atom (SF%: 7%; 6%). In
summary, the SF tool, being deﬁned in terms of an observable,
provides a rigorous validation of theMO interpretation of the
Mn(2-SiH) interaction, one where Si—Mn bonding dictates
its strength as a result of a complex interplay of contributions
from all four atoms of the Mn(2-HSiX) moiety (Fig. 1, fourth
row, d).
2. Detecting electron-delocalization effects through
the source function for the electron density
Examples shown in the previous section demonstrate that the
SF tool is able to detect the contribution to a bond from atoms
other than those directly bonded. The interesting question
arises as to whether the SF, despite being based on quantities
derived from the ED only, is also able to reveal electron
conjugation/delocalization effects, like those, for instance,
leading to aromaticity. In essence: if electron delocalization
takes place between atoms (or groups of atoms) A and B, does
this have any inﬂuence on how atom (or group of atoms) A
determines the ED at the various points of B and vice versa?
Answers to such questions were given by Gatti (2012), Monza
et al. (2011) and Gatti et al. (2016) using ab initio in vacuo ED.
A brief summary of the tenets and outcomes of these works is
given in x2.1, while extension to crystals and experimentally
derived ED is presented in xx2.3 and 2.4. x2.2 deals instead
with the discussion of a number of criticisms about the
effective capability of the SF tool to detect electron-deloca-
lization effects.
Here we mention a few general remarks concerning the
methods customarily used to reveal electron-delocalization
effects and the motivations which suggest also adopting the SF
analysis as a precious tool in such an arena.
In spite of their ubiquitous use in chemistry and being
cornerstones of chemical understanding and classiﬁcation,
electron delocalization and aromaticity measures cannot be
directly associated with quantum-mechanical observations
and are thus not amenable to a rigorous deﬁnition (Poater et
al., 2005; Bultinck, 2007). They affect, however, the structural,
thermochemical, spectroscopic and magnetic properties of a
system – all these properties being clearly interrelated as all
depend on the system’s electronic structure and distribution
(for comprehensive and updated bibliography see Poater et al.,
2005; Feixas et al., 2015; Cocq et al., 2015, and the references
therein). The use of such distributions and b.c.p. properties to
discuss electron conjugation, hyperconjugation, aromaticity
and homoaromaticity was pioneered by Bader et al. (1983) and
Cremer et al. (1983) in two seminal papers which headed the
exploitation of the electron-based descriptors to shed light on
electron-delocalization phenomena. Electronic effects
predicted by orbital models were shown to be translated into
observable properties of the ED distribution, with the
advantage that being based on an observable these properties
may equally be studied in non-planar systems, where the –
separation of the molecular orbital models is no longer
feasible. Descriptors nowadays are very well known; like the
ED-based bond orders, the bond ellipticity and the degree of
alignment of the axes deﬁning the plane of -electron distri-
bution of consecutively joined C—C bonds had then been
introduced, along with several successful examples of the
application of the method to both planar and non-planar
conjugated compounds. However, despite the ED showing
evident, though indirect, marks of the electron-delocalization
effects, their true origin and mechanism lie in the quantum-
mechanical correlated motion of electron pairs. Its description
is fully accounted for by the pair density and by the so-called
exchange–correlation density, 2,xc (r1,r2), derived thereof
(Poater et al., 2005). The latter measures the deviation
between the true pair density of a system and that given by the
purely classical description of a product of two independent
electron densities, and it is thus no surprise that several elec-
tron-delocalization descriptors, including the delocalization
indices  mentioned earlier, occur, all deﬁned through 2,xc.
These tools have progressively replaced those based on the
ED alone to discuss electron conjugation effects and are now
being extensively applied to systems in vacuo. In particular,
presently the most popular aromaticity measures, like the
multi-center index (MCI; Bultinck et al., 2006), the Fermi hole
delocalization density index (FHDD; Matta & Herna´ndez-
Trujillo, 2003), the para-delocalization index (PDI; Poater et
al., 2003), the FLUctation index (FLU; Matito et al., 2005), are
all deﬁned in terms of suitably selected and weighted combi-
nations of (i,j) values.
So, given these premises, why should one make use of the
ED-based SF approach in such an area? As already discussed
in x1, the ﬁrst obvious and great advantage of the SF, relative
to , is that of being deﬁned in terms of quantities which are
easily derived both from charge-density quality X-ray
diffraction works and ab initio studies, and irrespective of the
state of the matter (pair densities are, indeed, generally not
implemented in periodic wavefunctions codes). Secondly, the
SF approach, along with that based on delocalization indices,
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shares the interesting feature of providing a measure of the
electronic connection between two different, possibly distant
and potentially interacting regions. Connections of this kind
are profoundly tied to electron-delocalization mechanisms,
with those based on  symmetrically relating the action of two
atoms or groups of atoms 1 and 2, while those based on the
SF approach establishing an asymmetric cause–effect link
between an atom or a group of atoms and a reference point,
usually associated with a bond. The two approaches may thus
be characterized in terms of atom(s)–atom(s) and atom(s)–
bond electron-delocalization relationships, respectively.
Besides, the freedom in selection of the rp enhances the
chemical insight that the SF approach may convey (Monza et
al., 2011; Gatti, 2012). By varying the rp, the change of role any
given atom has on determining the ED of different bonding
regions may be easily evaluated, thus bringing to the fore
which of these regions are more responsive to electron-delo-
calization effects due to that atom (see below).
2.1. In vacuo systems and ab initio electron densities
First attempts to reveal electron-delocalization effects
through the SF concerned archetypal, planar -conjugated
organic molecules in vacuo, such as benzene, biphenyl, poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and differently unsatu-
rated cyclic/polycyclic hydrocarbons (Monza et al., 2011; Gatti,
2012). An extension of such an analysis to non-planar
aromatic and homoaromatic molecules was also very recently
successfully pursued and it is currently in the press (Gatti et al.,
2016).
The guiding concept behind all these studies was to verify
whether the presence of electron delocalization is reﬂected in
an increased ability to determine the ED along a given bond
by the distant, although through-bonds connected, atomic
basins and, at the same time, in a decreased ability to do so by
the two atoms directly involved in the bond. Such an adjust-
ment of sources should then translate into a pictorial pattern
of enhanced and reduced atomic SF contributions from,
respectively, distant and nearby atoms compared with the case
of a partially or fully saturated network of bonds.
As an illustration, the very simple, yet paradigmatic case of
the cyclohexene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene and benzene sequence of
molecules (Gatti, 2012; Monza et al., 2011) is reviewed here.
Electron-delocalization effects are expected to increase along
this series and the b.c.p. of the bond with the largest double-
bond character in each system (C1–C6 in Fig. 2) may be
initially selected as a viable rp. It may yet be envisaged that
such increasing electron-delocalization effects are not directly
visible through the SF when the rp is taken at a point lying in
the nodal plane of the -orbitals, and so at a point where the
ED of the -orbitals vanishes. Indeed, it had been previously
pointed out, though without proof, that ‘-electron delocali-
zation in the benzene ring is not manifest in the SF when the
rp is taken at the CC b.c.p.’ (Farrugia & Macchi, 2009).
However, since - and -distributions are self-consistently
interrelated, rather than being independent from one another,
Gatti (2012) and Monza et al. (2011) speculated that some,
albeit a small effect of electron delocalization might also be
visible when the rp lies in the -nodal plane, even though -
orbitals do not directly contribute to the electron density in
that plane. Results shown in the ﬁrst row of Fig. 2 nicely
conﬁrmed such a view (Gatti, 2012; Monza et al., 2011). The
SF% values from the C atoms other than those directly
involved in the C1—C6 bond increase with decreasing double-
bond character and bond-electron localization for such a
bond, on passing from cyclohexene to 1,3-cyclohexadiene and
then to benzene. As expected, the SF contribution from the
next-neighbour atoms C2 and C5, SFnn%, is signiﬁcantly larger
than that of the other farthest atoms, SFot%. Conversely, the
contribution from the two bonded atoms, SFba%, linked
through the b.c.p. taken as rp, was found to decrease along the
series, although in a less evident way than the corresponding
SFnn% and SFot% augmentations, because the H atoms linked
to the ‘bonded atoms’ also play a non-negligible role. All such
illustrated trends were also followed by the corresponding SF
absolute values (not shown in the ﬁgure, but see Monza et al.,
2011; Gatti, 2012). The SF and SF% values also visibly reﬂect
the electron-delocalization asymmetry induced by the
presence and location of the second double bond in 1,3-
cycloexadiene (Fig. 2). The SF% patterns shown in the ﬁrst
row of Fig. 2 reveal that -delocalization effects are small in
the molecular plane, but clearly detectable even when -
electrons play an indirect role. However, when the rp is moved
above or below the molecular plane, the -electrons may enter
directly into the play and the effects of electron delocalization
turn out to be largely enhanced. In the second row of Fig. 2,
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Figure 2
Source Function analysis of electron-delocalization effects in an
unsaturated six-membered ring system with increasing -electron
conjugation. From left to right, SF% data for cyclohexene, 1,3-
cyclohexadiene and benzene. The reference point is (top) at the b.c.p.
of the shortest CC bond and (bottom) at points located 1 a.u. above the
molecular plane and displaced along the b.c.p. major axis direction. SF%
contributions for the next-neighbors, nn, and the farthest C atoms
(denoted as ‘others’, ot) are given numerically and displayed as spheres
whose volume is proportional to the contribution magnitude (blue,
positive; yellow, negative). The sum of SF% contributions from the two
bonded atoms, ba, whose relevant b.c.p. is taken as the reference point, is
also numerically reported (adapted from Fig. 1 and Scheme 1, from
Monza et al., 2011 with permission; Copyright 2011, American Chemical
Society).
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the SFnn% and SFot% trends are shown when the rp is moved
1 a.u. above/below the molecular plane and in the direction of
the major axis of the -electron distribution. Any rp displa-
cement along such a direction would lead to an increase in the
electron-delocalization effects, but the 1 a.u. value was
selected as a convenient rp because the -electron distribution
has roughly a maximum at this distance from the plane.
Three more issues are worth being mentioned here. The ﬁrst
is that the capability of the SF to reﬂect -electron delocali-
zation is fully independent of the possible / separation of
the ED. Actually, the SF analysis, in the reported example, has
been applied to the total ED. Such a separation enables each
total SF contribution to be partitioned in a term due to the -
density and in a term due to the -density (for a quantitative
analysis see Gatti, 2012). However, the same values for the
total SF and SF% contributions would also be obtained by
using an equivalent ED, whose numerical values are given on a
convenient grid, rather than in analytical form and in terms of
molecular orbital contributions, and where - and -densities
are no longer separable. This important property ensures
application of the method to the ED derived from experiment
and, irrespective of the ED origin, also to non-planar systems
(Gatti et al., 2016) as in both these situations the / separa-
tion is not feasible. The second point to be recalled is that the
SF patterns in -delocalized systems were always found to
essentially comply with the description of electron delocali-
zation obtained from the delocalization indices (DIs). So, it
was not a surprise to ﬁnd a truly excellent correlation between
a measure of local aromaticity based on DIs, the Fermi hole
delocalization density (FHDD) index, and a novel formally
analogous measure, based on the SF values and named SFLAI
(Source Function Local Aromaticity Index; Monza et al.,
2011). SFLAI, differently from FHDD, is clearly also applic-
able to experimentally derived ED distributions. Another
facet to be emphasized is that the results of the SF analysis,
including those speciﬁcally related to the electron-delocali-
zation effects, appear to be generally rather stable against the
use of different computational models and basis sets of
different quality (Monza et al., 2011).
2.2. Addressing criticisms about the SF ability to reveal
electron-delocalization effects
Following some interesting remarks from a referee, we now
clarify and discuss a few controversial aspects that may raise
doubts on the factual capability of the SF analysis to detect
electron-delocalization effects. Generally speaking, one might
object that the occurrence of delocalized sources does not
necessarily imply electron-delocalization effects, as such types
of sources are indeed the standard outcome when the electron
density is reconstructed at the b.c.p.s associated with weak or
moderately weak interactions, such as, for instance, hydrogen
bonds (Gatti et al., 2003; for a general review, see Gatti, 2012).
However, our present aim is to verify whether the otherwise
almost localized sources of a covalently bonded system may
still reﬂect minimal, yet appreciable changes in their numerical
values, with known increasing/decreasing electron delocaliza-
tion through its covalently bonded network. In other words,
we were interested in differential SF values and patterns,
rather than in their absolute counterparts. Therefore, we have
restricted our analysis in x2.1 to similarly covalently bonded
systems, all characterized by well localized SF patterns and
differing only in the number of delocalizable electrons (and of
H atoms). One may then object that the trends we observed
for the SF contributions from bonded and more distant atoms
might not be related to the increased electron delocalization,
but just to the signiﬁcant geometry change caused by such an
effect. While the indirect role of geometry change cannot be
denied [see the expression of the local source in equation (2)],
we have veriﬁed whether similar differential SF patterns could
be obtained for the benzene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene and cyclo-
hexene series also in terms of the electron density (evaluated
at the DFT geometry) of the independent atomic model
(IAM).1 The IAM density is the sum of undistorted atomic
densities of the neutral atoms composing the system. There-
fore, it should not contain any information about chemical
bonding and, a fortiori, about interatomic electron correlation.
Such a double lack of information might in principle produce
any SF outcome, including a compensation of effects yielding
individual SF patterns similar to those recovered from the
DFT density. More unlikely, though still possible, one might
even obtain a similar ordering of SFba%, SFnn%, SFot%
sources for the three systems, despite the lack of any electron-
delocalization effect in the IAM density. On the other hand,
any relevant discrepancy between the IAM and the DFT
results would lend support to the ability of the SF to detect
electron correlation effects. The interested reader can ﬁnd a
number of technical details and the full set of SF and SF%
values underlying the IAM study in the supporting informa-
tion, while we discuss here only the main results. Being related
to a ‘non-bonding’ electron density, the IAM b.c.p. density
values are 30% lower than those found at the corresponding
DFT b.c.p.s (shown in Fig. 2). The IAM SF absolute values
would therefore be comparably lower if the SF% values were
identical for the two densities. This is not the case, especially
for the SFnn% and SFot% values, which are signiﬁcantly
higher, in some cases even by 2–3 times, for the non-bonded
IAMmodel. The result is not surprising, as the lack of covalent
bonding (or of any energetically important bonding interac-
tion) is known to enhance the importance of the farthest
regions in reconstructing the density at the associated b.c.p.
Even more importantly, the trend of the SFnn% and SFot%
IAM values does not match that obtained with the DFT
density for the cyclohexene/1,3-cyclohexadiene/benzene
series, therefore being at variance with that anticipated by the
increasing electron delocalization along the series. In parti-
cular, the SFnn% and SFot% IAM values for cyclohexene, both
at b.c.p. and at 1 a.u. above/below it, rather than being the
smallest along the series, turn out to be signiﬁcantly larger
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1 This is the so-called promolecule electron density, i.e. the IAM density
evaluated at the ‘true’ molecular geometry, which is assumed here to be equal
to that optimized at the DFT level.
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than those for 1,3-cyclohexadiene and benzene, which are
instead very much alike.2 Such an outcome has two important
consequences. On the one hand, it further validates the ability
of the SF tool to reveal electron-delocalization effects,
provided it is applied to a reasonable electron density, and on
the other hand it rules out the geometric role as solely
responsible for the changes in the SF patterns along the
investigated series of compounds. A ﬁnal important aspect still
needs to be mentioned. Evaluation of the SF and SF% atomic
values implies the determination of atomic basin boundaries
and the subsequent integration of the LS within the thus
deﬁned atomic basin. In the case of the promolecule density,
we thought it reasonable to integrate the IAM LS within the
atomic basin determined at the DFT level, so as not to mix two
deﬁciencies: that due to the SF reconstruction of a ﬁctitious
density and that arising from the use of ﬁctitious atomic
boundaries, which implies incorrect partitioning of the
reconstructed density into atomic contributions. Indeed, if the
zero-ﬂux QTAIM recipe is applied to the IAM density, atoms
are obtained which are signiﬁcantly away from neutrality
(typically by 0.1–0.25 e in our case), and therefore at variance
with the nature of the non-interacting atoms inherent to the
IAM density.3 This result clearly corroborates our choice of
using the ‘correct’ DFT boundaries. Note that the SF% values
obtained by integrating the promolecular density in the atomic
basins deﬁned through this same density turn out, by chance,
to follow the same qualitative trends found with the DFT
density along the investigated series. Curiously enough,
though not so infrequent in science, a qualitatively correct
result may also be achieved through the lucky combination of
several deﬁciencies in the adopted model.
2.3. Crystalline systems: ab initio and experimentally derived
electron densities of benzene and naphthalene molecular
crystals
In order to explore whether the SF tool may also be applied
to detect electron-delocalization effects in the condensed
phase, using either ab initio or experimentally derived EDs, we
considered ﬁrst two prototypical -conjugated systems,
namely benzene and naphthalene molecular crystals. For such
crystals very accurate charge-density quality X-ray diffraction
data are available, while the corresponding periodic ab initio
EDs were calculated in our study at the experimental
geometries (cell parameters and atomic positions) and the
DFT/B3LYP/6-311G** level. Benzene molecules crystallize in
the centrosymmetric Pbca space group, with half a molecule in
the asymmetric unit and four molecules in the unit cell,
whereas naphthalene molecules crystallize in the space group
P21/c, with half a molecule in the asymmetric unit and two
molecules in the unit cell. The benzene ED was derived from
single-crystal X-ray and neutron diffraction data by Bu¨rgi et al.
(2002) and that of naphthalene from the 135 K X-ray
diffraction dataset measured by Oddershede & Larsen (2004).
Technical details on the derivation of benzene and napthalene
EDs from the multipolar reﬁnement of their X-ray diffraction
datasets, on the evaluation of their ab initio periodic wave-
functions and on the calculation of SF contributions for both
types of EDs, are reported in the supporting information. It is
worth mentioning here that two different multipolar models
have been considered in the case of benzene crystals, one
including (Hex_model) and another not including (No_Hex
model) hexadecapole functions on the C atoms. The ﬁrst
model gives better statistical agreement factors, but also
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Table 1
Electron density and bond ellipticity values at CC b.c.p.s in benzene
crystal for different multipolar model densities.
Data are reported for the multipolar model not including hexadecapole
functions on C (No_Hex model) and, in parentheses and in italic, also for the
model including hexadecapole functions on C (Hex_model). Standard
deviations refer to the uncertainties estimated by the multipolar model in
both cases.
Bond† (b.c.p.) (e A˚3) "
C1—C2 2.26 (2) [2.24 (1)] 0.23 (0.02)
C2—C3 2.28 (2) [2.28 (1)] 0.23 (0.14)
C1—C30 2.21 (2) [2.22 (2)] 0.23 (0.16)
† Atom labels as in Fig. 3.
Table 2
Benzene crystal: SF% average values for the reconstruction of the
electron density at the CC b.c.p.s and at reference points rps located
above/below the molecular plane in the direction of the -electron
distribution of the CC bonds.
The reported values for SFba%, SFnn% and SFot% are averages over the CC
bonds of the ring. Standard deviations relative to this average are given in
parentheses. The symbols ba, nn and ot denote, respectively, the contributions
from the two mutually bonded atoms associated with the b.c.p., those from
their nearest-neighbor C atoms and those from the other C atoms in the ring.
rp  type SFba% SFnn% SFot%
b.c.p. Exp (No_Hex model) 86.2 (2) 5.2 (1) 1.5 (0)
Exp (Hex_model) 86.2 (2) 5.0 (1) 1.3 (0)
Ab initio, periodic 84.7 (1) 5.1 (0) 1.3 (0)
Ab initio, in vacuo† 84.3 5.3 1.5
 1 a.u.‡ Exp (No_Hex model) 73.5 (3) 9.5 (2) 3.1 (1)
Exp (Hex_model) 72.6 (8) 9.3 (6) 2.7 (2)
Ab initio, periodic 71.3 (1) 8.8 (0) 2.5 (0)
Ab initio, in vacuo† 72.2 9.1 2.6
† Data with in vacuo optimized geometry (D6h symmetry; Monza et al., 2011). ‡ For
these out-of molecular plane rps, SFba%, SFnn% and SFot% values are averaged both
with respect to the CC bonds of the ring and to their location above (+1 a.u.) and below
(1 a.u.) the plane. Distinct values for such locations are shown in Fig. 3 relative to only
one bond (C1—C2).
2 In the IAM model, the ED along the C1—C6 bond path (Fig. 2) has almost
cylindrical symmetry, as denoted by the similar curvatures along the major and
minor axes at the b.c.p. Moreover, the major axis, differently from what was
anticipated by molecular orbital theory and from the DFT case, lies in the
molecular plane. For the sake of comparison with the DFT density and
probing the SF density reconstruction in what it is in reality, the plane
associated with the -electron distribution, we reconstructed the density at
points located  1 a.u. above the molecular plane and displaced, rather than
along the b.c.p. major axis, along the b.c.p. minor axis, in the IAM case.
3 One might argue that the more logical deﬁnition of an IAM atomic basin
would be that corresponding to a fuzzy partitioning, one where the ED at each
point is partitioned among atoms according to their own ED contribution at
the point. For the sake of a reliable comparison, such a choice would however
imply the adoption of a similar partition for the DFT density and therefore
make use of an arbitrary rather than a rigorous quantum deﬁnition of atomic
basin in apportioning the SF contributions.
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predicts an ellipticity value which is too low for one of the
three unique CC bonds in the six-membered ring, while the
No_Hex model describes all these bonds similarly (see Table
1), as anticipated by the lack of strong non-covalent interac-
tions between benzene molecules in the crystal (Bu¨rgi et al.,
2002). The bond ellipticity " [where " = (	1/	2  1) and 	1 and
	2 are the curvatures of the ED at the b.c.p. in a perpendicular
direction to the bond path] measures the (extent of) departure
from cylindrical symmetry of the electron distribution along
the bond. The ED decreases more slowly in the direction of
the  distribution; the larger the double-bond character of a
bond in a -conjugated system, the lower the value of its 	2
curvature and the larger the value of its ellipticity (Bader et al.,
1983). As shown in Table 1, bond ellipticities, being curvatures
of the ED, are very sensitive to the adopted multipolar model,
while the ED values at the b.c.p. are much more stable against
the model choice. SF% data for benzene crystals, averaged
over the ring CC bonds, are listed in Table 2 for the multipolar
models and for the ab initio ED, while Fig. 3 pictorially shows
the SF% data for the rps taken at one given CC b.c.p. (C1—C2
b.c.p.) and at 1 a.u. above and below the b.c.p. along the
eigenvector associated with 	2.
Data shown in Table 2 are particularly revealing. In spite of
the fact that we are looking at subtle effects due to electron
delocalization, agreement between SF% values derived from
X-ray diffraction data and those obtained from ab initio
periodic wavefunctions is remarkable. Such a result applies to
the various types of SF% contributions (SFba%, SFnn% and
SFot%) and regardless of whether the rp lies on the molecular
plane or above/below it. The No_Hex and the Hex models
behave similarly for the ED reconstruction at the b.c.p., but
they are found to (slightly) differ when the rp is displaced out
of the molecular plane. The Hex_model, in fact, exhibits
standard deviations which are 2–3 times larger than the
corresponding uncertainties in the No_Hex model. This is
likely due to the quite different and small bond ellipticity
value predicted for one of the three unique CC bonds of
benzene (Table 1). The large non-uniformity of the bond
ellipticity values along the ring CC bonds found for the
Hex_model denotes an increase in the -distribution dissim-
ilarity of these bonds, implying a larger distinction, hence a
larger standard deviation, for the out-of-plane Hex_model
SFba%, SFnn% and SFot% averages. The close resemblance of
the in vacuo (geometry optimized, D6h symmetry) and in
crystal ab initio SF% values, and the small standard deviations
of ab initio crystalline SF% data corroborate the lack of strong
non-covalent interactions between benzene molecules in the
crystal and agree with the quite small geometry perturbation
induced by crystal packing. Inspection of Fig. 3 conﬁrms the
small geometric perturbation in the ring and the large simi-
larity of the electron density, and hence of the electron
distribution SF reconstruction, above and below the molecular
plane for the benzene molecule in the crystal when analysed
through the No_Hex model.
Experimentally derived and ab initio SF% results for the
naphthalene crystal are reported in Table 3, along with those
for the naphthalene molecule in vacuo. Naphthalene may be
seen as composed of two fused aromatic 6MRS (six-
membered rings), with the SF tool providing quite an inter-
esting description of their mutual inﬂuence, whose full details
and rationalization may be found in Monza et al. (2011). Here,
we note that fusion of two benzenoid rings leads to a D2h
symmetry molecule and to four unique CC bonds, differing in
number, from two up to four, and location of their nearest
neighbor atoms. The latter may either belong to the same ring
as the bond under examination or rather to the other ring, or
be common to both of them. The four unique bonds differ as
for their CC bond distances, delocalization indices and SF
contribution patterns. In particular, the SFnn% value increases
with increasing number of nearest-neighbor C atoms, each of
them bringing a contribution of 2.5% to the ED value at the
b.c.p. The central C3—C30 bond, with the four nearest-
neighboring C atoms, therefore has the highest SFnn% value,
9.8%, which is almost twice as large as the unique CC in
benzene or the C1—C2 or C1—C50 bonds in naphthalene,
while C2—C3 which has three nearest-neighbors exhibits an
intermediate SFnn% value of 7.3%. SFot% values also increase
relative to benzene, owing to the increased number of the
other atoms, from two to eight in naphthalene, but the incre-
ment in the SFot% value turns out to be clearly larger the less
peripheral the bond whose rp ED is reconstructed.
The general increase of SFnn% and SFot% values implies a
general decrease in SFba% contribution for all four unique
bonds in naphthalene, except the C1—C2 bond that has a
larger double bond character and is shorter than the CC bond
in benzene. Its SFba% value of 85.3 is larger than that of
benzene (84.3%) and the largest among the four unique bonds
in naphthalene. Similar trends, relative to the corresponding
ones in benzene, are found when the rp is moved above/below
the molecular plane for the various CC bonds in naphthalene.
By placing this molecule in the crystal, the molecular
symmetry reduces to C2h (Table 3). However, the bond
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Figure 3
X-ray derived Source Function percentage patterns reﬂecting electron-
delocalization effects in benzene crystal. The data refer to the No_Hex
multipolar model electron density. The graphical inset on the leftmost
part of the ﬁgure highlights the decrease in molecular symmetry upon
packing and introduces the atomic labelling used in Table 1. Top row:
Source Functions percentages (SF%) from the C1 and C2 atoms
reconstructing the electron density at a reference point located at their
intervening C1—C2 b.c.p. (z = 0 a.u.) and at reference points located
 1 a.u. (z =  1 a.u.) above/below the molecular ring and displaced
along the C1—C2 bond major axis. Bottom row: SF% contributions from
the nearest-neighbors and from the other C atoms at the same reference
points of the ﬁrst row. Reference point positions or their projections on
the molecular ring are denoted by a red dot.
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distances of the bonds which have become inequivalent in the
crystal hardly differ, their differences amounting to 0.0002 and
0.0006 A˚ for C4—C5/C1—C2 and C2—C3/C3—C4, respec-
tively. Inspection of the data in Table 3 reveals that the
naphthalene molecule in the crystal displays the same
ordering of SF% contributions as for the molecule in vacuo.
This is indeed a remarkable result as such an agreement
applies both to the data derived from X-ray diffraction and to
those from the ab initio wavefunction, and to all types of
contributions, SFba%, SFnn% and SFot%, regardless of
whether the rps are taken at the b.c.p.s or displaced above/
below them. Not only is the same ordering preserved, but also
an almost quantitative agreement is recovered. Such a result
complies with the weak intermolecular interactions present in
the crystal and the scarce effect they have on molecular
geometry and on the electron delocalization mechanisms.
Besides, it also shows that the ED derived from experiment
accurately reproduces the subtle effects induced by electron
delocalization on the SF% contributions – effects that in the
case of naphthalene result in a bond differentiation, and in a
characteristic discrimination and ordering of the corre-
sponding SF% patterns. In the next subsection we explore
whether such promising results also apply to a more challen-
ging and less paradigmatic case.
2.4. Crystalline systems: ab initio and experimentally derived
electron densities of ()-80-benzhydrylideneamino-1,10-
binaphthyl-2-ol (BAB) crystal
The ()-80-benzhydrylideneamino-1,10-binaphthyl-2-ol
molecule (hereinafter BAB, Scheme 1), whose crystal struc-
ture was reported by Vyskocˇil et al. (2002), crystallizes in the
P21/c group, with four molecules per cell and 58 atoms (236
electrons) in the asymmetric unit. Since this racemic
hydroxyimine molecule forms excellent quality crystals,
Farrugia et al. (2009) were able to study their charge density
experimentally, using Mo K X-ray diffraction at 100 K, in
order to investigate the electronic features of several inter-
esting and weak peri-C  N, CH  , H  H and C()  C()
intramolecular interactions, suggested on geometrical grounds
by the previous structural investigation (Vyskocˇil et al., 2002).
Based on the structure factors obtained by Farrugia et al.
(2009) we have re-examined the experimental charge density
of BAB and supplemented their DFT calculations for the
molecule in vacuo with DFT periodic calculations in the bulk
(full details on the adopted multipolar model strategy and on
the performed quantum-mechanical calculations are reported
in the supporting information). Our interest in BAB is moti-
vated here by the presence of two benzyl and two naphthyl
moieties in the same molecule, but substituted differently.
Therefore, BAB represents an excellent case for investigating
whether and to what extent the SF patterns found for benzene
and naphthalene are transferable to the benzyl and naphthyl
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Table 3
Naphthalene crystal and molecule: SF% average values for the reconstruction of the electron density at the various CC b.c.p.s and at reference points rps
located above/below the molecular plane in the direction of the -electron distribution of the CC bonds.
SF% and bond lengths d: for each bond or couple of bonds the ﬁrst row refers to values from experimentally derived multipolar ED, the second to data from
periodic computations at crystal experimental geometry and the third one (in italics) to values from the in vacuo calculations (Monza et al., 2011) atD2h symmetry
optimized geometry. The in-crystal data for SFba%, SFnn% and SFot% are averages over the CC bonds, which are related by symmetry in the in vacuo D2h
molecule. Values in parentheses represent the standard deviations of these averages. For the out of the molecular plane rps, averages also include SF% data for rps
above (+1 a.u.) and below (1 a.u.) such a plane. The symbols ba, nn and ot retain the same meaning as in Table 2.
b.c.p.  1 a.u.
Atom labels† Bond(s) d, A˚ SFba% SFnn% SFot% SFba% SFnn% SFot%
C1—C2/C4—C5‡ 1.374 86.3 (0) 4.2 (1) 2.4 (1) 73.6 (1) 7.3 (1) 4.8 (1)
1.374 85.4 (1) 4.2 (0) 2.2 (0) 73.3 (1) 7.0 (0) 4.2 (0)
1.380 85.3 4.4 2.3 74.2 7.2 4.3
C1—C50 1.416 84.3 5.8 1.9 69.6 (1) 10.5 (1) 3.9 (1)
1.416 83.6 5.8 1.7 69.4 (1) 10.1 (0) 3.4 (0)
1.424 83.7 5.9 1.9 70.4 10.1 3.7
C2—C3/C3—C4‡ 1.417 83.1 (2) 7.3 (1) 3.2 (0) 67.2 (4) 12.9 (2) 6.5 (0)
1.417 82.7 (2) 7.0 (0) 2.9 (0) 67.1 (1) 12.2 (1) 5.8 (0)
1.427 82.5 7.3 3.0 68.3 12.2 5.9
C3—C30 1.422 81.6 9.8 3.3 64.4 (0) 17.3 (0) 6.5 (0)
1.422 81.2 9.5 2.9 64.5 (0) 16.5 (0) 5.6 (0)
1.434 81.2 9.8 3.2 65.4 16.6 6.0
Benzene § C—C 1.402 84.3 5.3 1.5 72.2 9.1 2.6
† Atomic labels for the naphthalene molecule. The primed symbols refer to atoms not included in the asymmetric unit in the molecular crystal. They are related to the corresponding not
primed ones by the molecule’s inversion center. ‡ These bonds are not equivalent in the crystal, but their bond distances d are indeed very similar to each other. Their bond-distance
differences amount to 0.0002 and 0.0006 A˚ for C4—C5/C1—C2 and C2—C3/C3—C4, respectively. § Data for benzene refer to the benzene molecule in vacuo, at D6h optimized
geometry (Monza et al., 2011).
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moieties of BAB, and also whether chemical substitution has
an easily detectable impact on these patterns. Furthermore, it
enables the assessment of the internal consistency of the
experimental data and the adopted multipolar model through
comparison of the SF patterns of its two benzyl and two
naphthyl groups. Such analysis and comparisons attract
further interest and signiﬁcance as they involve ED distribu-
tions derived from experiments carried out under rather
different, although always appro-
priate, operating conditions
(temperature, beam intensity, crystal
size, data collection strategy, data
quality, multipolar model etc.).
Table 4 reports the average SF
experimental patterns for the CC
bonds in the two benzyl rings of the
BAB crystal and compares them with
those in the benzene crystal. Data for
either of the two benzyl rings of BAB
are evaluated either including or not
including in the average the CC bonds
with one of the two C atoms of the
bond linked to the bridging C atom.
Analogously to the benzene crystal,
SF% values for rps displaced from the
plane of the ring refer to averages
including data for rps locations above
and below the ring. Results shown in
Table 4 clearly indicate that the two
benzyl rings of BAB exhibit electron-
delocalization SF patterns almost
equal to those in the benzene crystal,
regardless of the chosen rp location.
As a consequence, the data for the
two rings also show an excellent
degree of internal consistency.
The effect of substitution is
revealed by the reported deviations
from the SF% averages. For both
BAB benzyl rings these deviations are
1–4 times larger than for benzene and,
as absolute values, higher for the
SFba% components. Nonetheless,
they are limited and turn out to be
largely reduced (Table 4) when the
SF% data for CC bonds having a C
linked to the bridging C atoms are not
included in the average.
The electron-delocalization
features in the naphthyl and naph-
thylol 10-membered rings (10MRs)
are compared with those of naphtha-
lene in Tables 5 and 6, using a
common set of atomic labels to
symbolize the 10MRs C atoms in the
three systems. It is informative to split
such a comparison into two steps.
First we focus on the supposedly ‘least-perturbed’ 6MRS of
the two 10MRs, relative to naphthalene. They are both
denoted as ring I (leftmost column, Table 5) and are either
characterized by no substitution (naphthylol ring) or by just
one substituted H (naphthyl ring) relative to the corre-
sponding 6MRS in naphthalene. For the naphthyl ring, where
each 6MR exhibits a substituted H atom, ring I is assumed to
be the least perturbed because the electronegativity of the
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Table 4
BAB crystal: experimentally derived SF% average values for the reconstruction of the electron
density at the various CC b.c.p.s of the two benzyl rings of the molecular unit and at reference points
located above/below the molecular planes of the two rings, in the direction of the -electron
distribution of the CC bonds.
Benzene crystal data are also reported for the sake of comparison. Data for ring A and B are evaluated as
averages over the six CC bonds of each ring either including or excluding from the average the CC bonds
having one of the two C atoms linked to the bridging C atom. Values in parentheses represent the standard
deviations of these averages. For the out-of-the-molecular plane rps, averages also include SF% data for rps
above (+1 a.u.) and below (1 a.u.) such a plane. The symbols ba, nn and ot retain the same meaning as in
Table 2.
b.c.p.  1 a.u.
Bond(s) SFba% SFnn% SFot% SFba% SFnn% SFot%
C—C, ring A† 86.1 (8) 5.0 (2) 1.3 (2) 71.7 (15) 8.9 (4) 2.6 (4)
C—C, ring B† 85.3 (9) 5.1 (3) 1.3 (1) 71.6 (14) 8.9 (3) 2.6 (3)
Benzene crystal‡ 86.2 (2) 5.0 (1) 1.3 (0) 72.6 (8) 9.3 (6) 2.7 (2)
Excluding from the average the CC bonds with a C linked to the bridging C
C—C, ring A† 86.6 (4) 5.1 (1) 1.4 (1) 72.2 (2) 9.0 (3) 2.7 (2)
C—C, ring B† 85.7 (7) 5.1 (3) 1.4 (2) 72.0 (10) 8.9 (3) 2.7 (3)
† Ring labels shown in the scheme of this table. ‡ Data for the benzene crystal refer to the experimentally derived
electron density and to the Hex_model, for the sake of comparison with the BAB adopted multipolar model which also
includes hexadecapole functions on atoms other than H.
Table 5
BAB crystal: experimentally derived SF% average values for the reconstruction of the electron
density at the various CC b.c.p.s of the least perturbed rings (rings I) of the naphthyl and naphthylol
moieties and at reference points located above/below the molecular planes of these two rings, in the
direction of the -electron distribution of the CC bonds.
Naphthalene crystal, experimentally derived data, are also reported for comparison (NAR columns).
Bond(s)† NOR‡ NR‡ NAR‡ NOR‡ NR‡ NAR‡
b.c.p., SFba%§ b.c.p., SFnn%§
C7—C8/C6—C5 86.2 (0) 86.3} 86.3 (0) 4.2 (1) 4.1} 4.2 (1)
C6—C7 84.9 85.4 84.3 5.8 5.4 5.8
C8—C9/C5—C10 83.2 (0) 83.3} 83.1 (2) 7.2 (2) 7.1} 7.3 (1)
C9—C10 81.3 81.7 81.6 9.4 9.0 9.8
 1 a.u., SFba%§  1 a.u., SFnn%§
C7—C8/C6—C5 74.7 (3) 74.3 (1)†† 73.6 (1) 7.3 (1) 7.2 (0)†† 7.3 (1)
C6—C7 71.4 (0) 70.5 (1) 69.6 (1) 10.3 (1) 9.7 (0) 10.5 (1)
C8—C9/C5—C10 68.2 (2) 68.1 (1)†† 67.2 (2) 12.0 (3) 12.5 (0)†† 12.9 (2)
C9—C10 64.4 (1) 65.3 (1) 64.4 (0) 16.8 (1) 15.1 (1) 17.3 (0)
† Bonds and rings are labelled according to the scheme displayed in the table. Adopting common atomic labelling for the
naphthalene, naphthyl and naphthylol moieties enables easier comparison between the SF% values of the corresponding
bonds. The C atoms whose linked H atoms have been substituted by C, N or O in the naphthyl or naphthylol moieties of
BAB are enrolled in a square. Both rings of the naphthyl moiety exhibit one H replacement relative to naphthalene, but ring
I is considered as the least perturbed because the electronegativity of the replacing atom, C, is more similar to that of H, than
it is that of N. ‡ NOR = naphthylol ring I; NR = naphthyl ring I; NAR = naphthalene ring. § SF% data are averages of
those of the bonds listed in column 2. Values in parentheses represent the root mean square deviation from the average. For
the out-of-the-molecular plane rps, averages also include SF% data for rps above (+1 a.u.) and below (1 a.u.) such a plane.
The symbols ba and nn retain the same meaning as in Table 2. } Data refer only to the bond not including the substituted
C5. SF% data for the C6—C5 bond are 84.5 and 4.2 for SFba% and SFnn%, respectively, and those for the C5—C10 bond are
81.5 and 6.7 for SFba% and SFnn%, respectively. †† Data refer only to the bond not including the substituted C5. SF%
( 1 a.u.) averaged data for the C6—C5 bond are 71.6 and 7.2 for SFba% and SFnn%, respectively, and those for the C5—
C10 bond are 65.9 and 11.3 for SFba% and SFnn%, respectively.
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replacing atom, C, is closer to that of the H than that of N, the
atom replacing H in ring II. Data shown in Table 5 suggest a
remarkable similarity among the SF% patterns of the three
compared systems for all four types of bonds typical of the
naphthalene moiety. Not only are the SFxx% (xx = ba or nn)
values similarly ordered, as a function of CC bond type, but
they also exhibit an almost quantitative agreement in the three
systems, which applies to rp locations taken at the b.c.p.s and
almost equally as well to those  1 a.u. above/below the
b.c.p.s.
The transferability of the typical electron-delocalization
SF% features of naphthalene (Monza et al., 2011) appears to
be well proven for the least perturbed rings of the naphtha-
lene-like moieties of BAB, but the effect of substitution at C5
in the naphthyl ring I is also easily spotted through careful
analysis of these same features. Indeed, in the case of the
naphthyl ring the values for CC bonds involving C5 (C6—C5
and C5—C10) were purposely not included in the averages
and the reported values refer only to their symmetry-related
bonds in naphthalene (C7—C8 and C9—C10). Data for bonds
involving C5, listed in two footnotes of Table 5 for rp = b.c.p.
and for rps above/below b.c.p.s, respectively, clearly do not
follow the trends, in particular the SFba% values. This result is
not surprising because the C5 atom is directly involved in the
determination of the SFba% value, which is different to the
SFnn% value where the involvement of C5 is indirect. SFba%
values for bonds including C5 are lowered with respect to their
symmetry-related bonds in naphthalene because of a lower
SF% contribution from the C5 atom, due to the replacement
of its linked H atom by the more electronegative C4 atom of
the naphthylol ring.
Table 6 lists SF% pattern data for the ‘most perturbed’
rings of the naphthyl and naphthylol moieties of BAB.
These rings are named rings II and their associated atomic
labelling is shown in the leftmost column of Table 5. To better
highlight the departures of SF% values from those of
naphthalene, data for each type of CC bond are reported
as SFxx% (xx = ba or nn) differences relative to the
corresponding bond in naphthalene, where SFxx% =
SFxx% (in BAB)  SFxx% (in the naphthalene crystal,
experimentally derived data, Table 3). Inspection of
Table 6 clearly reveals that, even for the most perturbed
rings, SF% data for CC bonds whose linked H atoms
have not been replaced closely match those for the
corresponding bonds in naphthalene. However, larger
and signiﬁcant deviations of SF% values are observed for
those bonds involving one or two H-substituted C atoms.
For the sake of clarity these bonds and related SF% values
are denoted in bold in Table 6. The largest departures,
with values even exceeding 4%, involve SFba% data and,
in particular, those bonds where both C atoms have
undergone replacement of their linked H atoms (compare
C3—C4 versus C2—C3 and C4—C10 SF% data in the
naphthylol ring II). Indeed, since H-atom substitution by
higher electronegativity elements generally leads to a
decrease in the SF% contribution to the SFba% value by
their associated C atoms, H-substitution of both the C atoms
involved in a bond leads to the reinforcement of such a
SFba% decrease. H-substitution by more electronegative
elements decreases rather than increases the SFba% values,
because fewer electrons are available to the C atoms for
bonding and the CC bond becomes much less covalent
in nature. For homopolar bonds, a decreased bond
covalency is mirrored by a decreased SF% contribution
from the bonded atoms to their intervening b.c.p. (Gatti,
2012) and leads, in general, to an increase in bond
distances, which is precisely what we observe in the
naphthyl and naphthylol rings when CC distances originally
related by symmetry in naphthalene are compared. Upon
H-substitution, the CC b.c.p. location also becomes less
symmetrical, a further indication of the slight departure
from covalency. Clearly, the decrease of the SFba% values,
induced by H-substitution, should not be considered in
this case as a sign of an electron-delocalization enhancement.
The previously discussed decreasing SFba% values with
increasing electron delocalization, as in the case of the
cyclohexene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene and benzene series, may only
apply when other (highly) disruptive factors are absent. Yet,
the perturbation induced by H-substitution with more elec-
tronegative elements is mostly local in character as it soon
fades away through the electron delocalized network of bonds
(SFnn% values are signiﬁcantly smaller thanSFba% values,
Table 6, and SFot% values, not reported in this Table, are
negligible).
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Table 6
BAB crystal: experimentally derivedSF% values for the reconstruction
of the electron density at the various CC b.c.p.s of the most perturbed
rings (rings II) of the naphthyl and naphthylol moieties and at reference
points located above/below the molecular planes of these two rings, in the
direction of the -electron distribution of the CC bonds.
SFxx% (xx = ba or nn) values for each bond of rings II of BAB are evaluated
relative to the Source Function contributions of the corresponding bond in
naphthalene crystal, SFxx% = SFxx% (BAB)  SFxx% (naphthalene crystal,
experimentally derived data, Table 3). The symbols ba and nn retain the same
meaning as in Table 2.
Bond(s)† NOR‡ NR‡ NOR‡ NR‡
b.c.p., SFba%‡ b.c.p., SFnn%‡
C1—C2 0.1 +0.9 0.3 0.0
C3—C4 3.3 2.0 0.3 0.0
C2—C3 2.1 +0.2 0.5 0.4
C1—C9 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
C4—C10 1.8 1.9 0.6 0.7
C9—C10 0.3 +0.1 0.4 1.0
 1 a.u., SFba%‡  1 a.u., SFnn%‡
C1—C2 +0.6 +0.9 0.8 0.0
C3—C4 4.5 2.4 0.7 0.2
C2—C3 2.1 +1.3 0.8 0.8
C1—C9 +0.9 +0.8 0.2 0.2
C4—C10 2.3 2.8 1.4 1.6
C9—C10 0.0 0.9 0.6 2.1
† Bonds and rings are labelled according to the drawing displayed in the leftmost column
of Table 5. ‡ SFxx (xx = ba or nn) data for each bond evaluated relative to the above/
below rps average values (both in BAB and in naphthalene crystal). NOR = naphthylol
ring II; NR = naphthyl ring II; NAR = naphthalene ring. Bond labels and SFxx% (xx =
ba or nn) reported in bold are relative to bonds with one or two H-substituted carbon
atoms in NOR and NR (for the C2—C3 bond, the bold mark refers only to NOR).
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3. Conclusions
From the evidence reported in this paper it is shown that,
by making use of X-ray derived experimental electron
densities, the Source Function descriptor is capable of
detecting subtle effects due to -electron delocalization in
organic molecular crystals. Such effects are retrieved in
amazingly quantitative agreement with those obtained
through ab initio periodic computations of the corresponding
electron densities. When applicable, the electron delocaliza-
tion effects also seem to be largely transferable from system
to system, regardless of whether their underlying electron
density distributions had been obtained from different
crystal data sets and under different experimental
conditions. This testiﬁes to both the quality and consistency of
such electron densities and the robustness of the SF
features associated with electron-delocalization effects. As
further proof it is indeed shown that despite the dominance of
the two directly bonded atoms in reconstructing the electron
density at their intervening b.c.p., the overall SF patterns
implied by electron delocalization features in a given -
conjugated chemical framework are so distinctive that the
effect of chemical substitution may be easily identiﬁed and
quantiﬁed.
Although the capability of the SF to detect electron-delo-
calization effects can only be proved in a heuristic manner, this
paper shows convincingly that using a promolecular rather
than a proper quantum mechanical density leads to quite
different trends in the SF% patterns of covalently bonded,
closely related systems, differing by their electron-delocaliza-
tion possibilities (namely, the cyclohexene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene
and benzene series). The promolecular density, at variance
with the proper quantum density, appears to be unable to
reproduce the SF trends anticipated by an increase in electron
delocalization along this series, therefore challenging the
hypothesis that the geometrical effect is playing the only role
in the game. Use of an ED able to describe chemical bonding
and electron-delocalization effects looks to be mandatory to
recover those SF features that we have supposedly associated
with electron delocalization, although one cannot exclude
that, by error compensation, in some cases one might still
obtain similar qualitative features through a promolecular
density.
The Source Function, having the attractive feature of being
applicable on a common and rigorous basis to electron
densities derived either from experiment or theory, appears to
have wider applications than those already explored for
discussing the nature of a chemical bond in more or less
conventional situations. Detection of electron-delocalization
effects, as highlighted in this paper, is one such new direction,
another being the recent extension of the Source Function
machinery to retrieve the atomic sources of the electron spin
density (Gatti et al., 2015, 2016). In both cases, the already
feasible or potential (in the case of electron spin densities)
applications to observations derived from X-ray or polarized
neutron diffraction experiments look particularly appealing
and promising.
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